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ABSTRACT

There are a number o f modeling techniques (e.g. E/R, UML, ORM) available to the software
developer that claim to have features that facilitate communication o f complex systems between
the problem and solution domain expert. However, the basis for what “facilitate” means is rarely
if at all defined in concrete terms.

A new metric for measuring the effectiveness (e.g.

comprehensibility, leamability, and facility to support conununications) o f software modeling
techniques based upon Noam Chomsky’s Universal Grammar is proposed.

VI

1.0

Introduction

Software projects in the United States and around the world are infamous for being late, over
budget and failing to deUver what was promised. The facts back up this poor reputation of
software. According to the Gartner Group, nearly 75% of all e-commerce projects did not meet
the projects defined objectives and according to the META Group, 70% o f the software projects
missed their deadlines (Curtis 1). A late and missed objective on any type of project does not
come without cost. For software, the costs involved are staggering. Late and cancelled software
projects have cost US companies $140 Billion dollars per year (Keil 76). In addition, another
$78 Billion dollars per year is lost to US businesses due to faulty software (Levinson 1).

These costs for canceled, late and faulty software total almost 220 Billion dollars per year for US
companies alone.

Why are so many business managers commissioning so many ill-fated

projects? Why are so many software engineers failing at their core professional tasks? Why in
general are so many software projects failing? The reasons software projects fail are widely
reported and include;

•
•
•
•
•

Vague customer requirements
Poor customer input
Customer driven scope creep
Failure of the project team to understand the requirements
The end product did not deliver what the customer purchased it to deliver

These typical reasons for a software project’s failure revolve around just two stakeholders; the
customer and the software developer.

The first three reasons given above are from the

standpoint of the software developer. The finger is directly pointed at the customer. It is the
customers who failed to communicate and make their requirements known. The last two reasons

above are from the standpoint of the customer and the finger is directly pointed at the developer
of software. It is the developer who failed to understand what the customer communicated.
Billions of dollars are lost every year due in large part to the inability of these two stakeholders
to communicate with each other. How are these stakeholders attempting to communicate? How
does the software developer communicate with the customer? They communicate in large part
though diagrams that represent the conceptual model of a desired application. The conceptual
model is used as a tool by the software developer to understand the requirements of a desired
application. It represents the concepts of the problem domain (Larman 87). The conceptual
model is also used by the software developer to verify with the customer that the model
developed does indeed represent the desired application. A typical example o f a software
diagram that would be used in a conceptual model is shown in figure 1 below.

give
phasemajector

turboencapulator

fluxcapactor

Figure I Example Typical Software Diagram
The interpretation of figure 1 is dependent on a person’s fluency in the diagramming technique
and the subject it describes. For example, the software developer sees the above diagram and
reads it as ‘^ e entity fluxcapacitor and its attributes are related to the association between the
entities phasemajector and the turboencapulator and that the lifetime of the fluxcapacitor is
dependant on the relationship”.

The customer sees the above diagram and assumes it is

reasonable to read the diagram as “The phase phasemajector is given to the turboencapulator”
and is left to guess the meaning o f the dotted line to understand the rest.

The point to be made is that the software developer has specialized knowledge in software and
its various diagramming techniques and sees the project and diagrams in the context o f these
techniques or in the context o f the solution domain and the customer o f the software has
specialized knowledge in the desired application and sees the project and the diagrams in context
o f this knowledge or in the context o f the problem domain. There is gap created by the existence
o f these two domains. It is the communication across this gap, the problem and the solution
domain, that needs to be improved to avoid some of the most widely reported reasons software
projects fail.

There are a number of diagramming techniques (e.g. Entity/Relationship, Unified Modeling
Language, Object Role Modeling ) that utilize elements of natural language that are available to
the software developer that claim to have features that facilitate communication across the gap
between the problem domain and the solution domain. Object Role Modeling is “specifically
designed to improve this kind o f communication” (Haplin 1) and is claimed to be “a powerful
method for designing models at the conceptual level, where the application is descrit)ed in terms
easily understood by -non technical users” (ORM 2). “ORM is a fact-orientated approach
specifically designed to facilitate conceptual analysis” (2 ORM 1). The Entity/Relationship
technique, as first proposed by Peter Chen in 1975 at MIT, is an approach which “adopts the
more natural view that the real world consists of entities and relationships. It incorporates some
o f the important semantic information about the real world” (Chen 2). UML is used in static

structures such as a conceptual model to communicate useful problem domain information to
solution domain experts (Larman 88). However, the basis for these claims is rarely if at all
defined in concrete terms.

How well do these diagramming techniques really wodc? Claims are made for each but do we
have a way to judge them scientifically?

A concrete metric o f a diagram’s ability to

commimicate across the Problem and Solution domain is lacking.

2.0

The Problem

The point of a diagram is to convey meaningful information about a domain. This quintessential
feature should be objectively measured for effectiveness in order to leave subjective hyperbole
behind. A diagramming technique should strive for a common ground or base of knowledge
between the communicating parties. The common ground between the software developer and
the customer is their language knowledge or as Noam Chomsky refers to it “Universal
Grammar” or UG.

Universal Grammar has the potential to be a metric or the basis o f key

indicators of a diagram’s true ability to commimicate. This metric could then be used to produce
a ranking of the various diagramming techniques.

We propose to use Universal Grammar to determine the effectiveness (e g. comprehensibility,
leamability, and facility to support communications) of diagramming technique (e.g., E/R
diagrams. Object Role Modeling, UML). That is, we propose a new metric for measuring the
effectiveness of diagramming techniques.

This paper presents the following; (1) background o f Universal Grammar, (2) introduction to
some basic principles and parameters o f Universal Grammar, (3) experiments and a proposed
metric according to Universal Grammar, (4) analysis o f the experiments of different static data
modeling techniques according to Universal Grammar, (5) conclusion of those diagramming
techniques that best facilitate the communication o f complex systems.

3.0

Background of Universal Grammar

The linguist and philosopher Noam Chomsky first theorized in 1953 that the mind could not
produce the grammar required for human language from the data available to it alone. Consider
the transformation that takes place in the mind of each child who leams language. The infant
seemingly comes into the world with no knowledge of language and yet regardless of where the
child grows up, it will become a competent speaker o f its native language in a relatively short
period of time. The argument is known as the “poverty-of-the-stimulus”. His conclusion was
that the essence of language knowledge must then already be in the mind (Gliedman, 385).
Chomsky named this source within the mind the “Language Facility” and asserts that it is a
characteristic of being human.

That language knowledge is biological.

Just as man is

biologically programmed to grow arms and not wings, so too is all mankind programmed to
develop a “Language Facility” or a human grammar. He named this concept Universal Grammar
and for him it is the essence of language knowledge.

Universal Grammar asserts that the apparent differences in the seemingly very different
languages are in reality quite small and that “at some fundamental level all human languages
conform to a particular pattern...” (Cook & Newson 70) and that “syntactic structure plays a
central role between physical form and abstract meaning” (Cook & Newson 43). The principles

o f UG “lay down absolute requirements that a human language has to meet, the parameters of the
Universal Grammar account for the variations between languages’*(Cook & Newson 55). What
we learn when we learn oiu* mother tongue is a set of principles and parameters for a particular
language. Thus, we learn the principles and parameter settings for a specific language.

It is these principles and parameters o f Universal Grammar that endows us to learn human
languages. In other words, the existence of Universal Grammar narrows or limits the infinite
number of possible commimication systems to a subset of human leamable systems. Chomsky
stated: if a language violated universal grammar, we simply would not be able to leam that
language the way we leam a human language. We would have to approach it slowly and
laboriously the way that scientists study physics, where it takes generations after generations of
labor to gain new understanding and make significant progress" (Gliedman 386). Discussing the
universal nature of human languages, the newsletter of the National Science Foiuidation states:
“linguists believe that Universal Grammar and its interactions with the rest of the brain is the
design mechanism that allows children to become fluent in any language in the first few years of
their lives” (National Science Foimdation 1).

Thus Universal Grammar is directly linked to leamability of language. That is, there are degrees
o f “maricedness” for the principles and parameters of Universal Grammar, where parameters can
be thought of as having a kind o f default or core setting and the more a grammar feature departs
from this core or default setting, the more marked it is. (Cook & Newson 73). For example, all
languages conform to the Universal Grammar parameter known as “pro drop”. This particular
parameter indicates whether a specific language has declarative finite sentences with or without

explicit subjects. Languages such as Spanish and Italian are “prod drop” (no explicit subject
required) and languages such as English are ”non pro drop” (explicit subjects required). Thus,
the pro drop parameter has two settings. The setting, which requires the least amount of data for
the language learner to master the parameter, is said to be closer to the core. That is, settings
which depend on the linguistic data available to the language learner to master, are said to be
“marked” and the degree of this “madcedness” is determined by this dependency.

Given

sufBcient data, a person would leam the correct setting for the particular language. For example,
the pro drop parameter setting for English is considered marked or is the non pro drop setting.
That is children learning English begin using the language without explicit subjects or as if
English were a pro drop language. However, to master the English language children leam to
reset this pro drop setting fiom the “core” pro drop setting to non pro drop “marked” setting
based on linguistic data available to them and add the explicit subject. Leamers of Italian do not
need to do this since the pro drop setting for Italian requires no explicit subjects.

Thus

markedness is linked to leamability (Cook & Newson 74).

A model o f human grammar relevant to this discussion can be thought o f as consisting of three
main components; the lexical, syntactical and the semantic component and is shown in figure 2
below. (Ouhalla 47)

lexicon

syntax

semantics

Figure 2 Model o f the Human Grammar
The lexicon contains actual descriptive content for the human view o f the world (Cook &
Newson) and provides input or projects structure (please refer to the Projection Principle and 8-

Theory in the next section) onto the syntax and semantic components. The syntax component
consists o f context &ee structure that specifies the various patterns and order of constituents and
provides input to the semantic component (Ouhalla 46). The semantic component is where
meaning is assigned to the arguments selected by the lexicon and constrained by the syntax.
There is a clear input/output relationship shown by the model. Meaning is dependent upon
syntax and syntax is dependent upon the lexical item. If the syntax does not conform to the
lexical item, then the input to the semantic component will not allow or hinder the correct
interpretation of the lexical item.

Thus, forms of communication such as diagrams that are annotated with natural language should
comply with the rules of natural language in order facilitate communication and avoid conflicts
between the rules of diagramming technique and the rules of natural language.
4.0

Basic Principles of Universal G ram m ar

The following section demonstrates the basic concepts and principles of Universal Grammar.
We use these concepts in UG later in the paper to determine the effectiveness o f a model’s
ability to illustrate a problem domain. A specific model can be evaluated for its adherence to
these principles and parameters.
Lexicon: A model of the grammar of a language or of and belonging to words
Lexical Item: a word [for purposes discussed here]

Lexical Categories: Subdivisions o f a lexicon such as verb, adjective, noun, preposition etc.
Lexical categories are universal and uniform across all languages. For example the verb hit, what

ever its phonological form, will be transitive in all languages and hence universally takes a Noun
Phrase complement.

Phrases: A sequence o f words with a lexical head

Complement: a complete phrase consisting o f a lexical category.

Head Parameter: the position o f the lexical category occurring in a phrase.

A particular

language consistently has the heads on the same side of the complements in all its phrases,
whether head-first or head-last.

Predicates:

A lexical item, which says something about other words or entities. For example,

the verb "deplore", if we understand it then we know it tells us that there must be two entities to
complete the concept; one to be deplored and one to do the deploring. Neither "*John deplores”
nor "*deplores violence” makes any sense or completes the concept deplores. Either words or
entities must be present for the concept to be conveyed as in “John deplores violence”. A
predicate then expresses the semantic and/or syntactic relationship between entities.

Theta-Roies: entities that participate in or that play a role in a situation or event. These entities
described by predicates include roles such as “Agent” role; the perpetrator o f an action,
“Patient” role; the thing affected by the action (direct object), “Goal” role; the recipient of the
object o f the action (indirect object) and “Theme” role; the thing moved by action.
example, the predicate “bought” has the following theta-roles;

For

Bought <Agent, Patient>

Tom bought a car. (Tom is the agent and car is the patient.)

and the predicate “give” has the following three theta-roles;

Gave <Agent, Theme, Goal>

Tom gave Scott a car. (Tom is the agent, Scott is the goal and car is the theme.)

Internal Theta-Roles: Internal theta-roles are roles assigned by the lexical head alone. That is
they are roles found in the complements of predicates. For example, the internal role is assigned
by the predicate “broke" to “glass" in the sentence “Tom broke the glass”. These roles are called
internal to indicate that they are included in the domain that the head has direct control over.

External Theta-Roles: External theta-roles are roles assigned by a combination of the lexical
head and the complements o f the lexical head. For example, the sentence “Tom broke the glass”
the predicate “broke” assigns the external role to “Tom”, where “Tom” receives the Agent role.
The external role is not just dependent on the predicate “broke” but also the complement to this
predicate. For example, if the sentence complement is changed to “Tom broke his leg”, the
correct interpretation is that “Tom” no longer receives the Agent role but the Patient role.
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D-Structure: historically D-Structure stood for the “deep” syntactic structure of a language. It
is the underlying form of a sentence before there is any movement o f sentence components.

S-Structure: historically S-Structure stood for the “surface” syntactic structure o f a language. It
is the related form o f D-Structure of a sentence after movement including traces (t) of the
original positions of the moved items. In S-Structure representation o f a sentence, the trace (t)
with a subscript signifies the original syntactic position o f the sentence component with the same
subscript.

Syntactic Movement: the relationship between the two levels of D-Structure and S-Structure
syntax o f a sentence. For example;

D-Structure;

Tom will see who(m)

S-Structure

Whoz will, Tom t, see tz

Theta-Theory: Theta-Theory is concerned with the way in which theta-roles are assigned.
Theta-Roles tend to be assigned in a uniform direction and this is a parameter setting of
Universal Grammar. In English, internal theta-roles are assigned to the right of the predicate and
external theta are assigned to the left of the predicate in the D-structure.

S-selection (semantic selection): a predicate’s ability to restrict the kind of arguments that
accompany it. That is, only certain types of argument can bear certain types o f theta-roles.
Sometimes referred to as “theta-maridng”. For example in the sentence “The car ate John”, only
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sentient beings can normally bear the Agent role and this sentence would be deemed strange at
best.

C*selection (category selection): a predicate’s ability to determine the type of complement that
a lexical item may have. Simply put, a predicate can require that its complements be o f a
specific category. For example, the predicate ''wait” c-selects a prepositional phrase as in 'Tom
waited for Smith” and the verb "await ”c-selects a noun phrase as in Tom awaits Smith”.

Sub categorization frame: a representation of C-selection in the lexicon. It is a representation
of the syntactic content of a lexical item and the other elements. For example;

wait LPP]

Where, the underlined gap indicates the position of the lexical item and the other elements inside
the brackets are the complements that the lexical item c-selects. That is, the verb wait requires
that its complement be of the lexical category preposition as in ''He waited for Bob”. In contrast,
the sub categorization frame for await is;
await [_NP]
The verb await selects a noun phase complement. The verb await cannot be followed by a
preposition as in "*He awaited for Bob” but rather must be followed by a noun phrase to be
correct as in ' He awaited Bob”
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Lexical Head: the essential lexical element in each phrase. Lexical heads are related to word
classes and they are Noun Phrases, Verb Phrases, Adjective Phrases and Prepositional Phrases.

Lexical Entry: a listing o f Theta-Roles and the Sub categorization frame of a predicate.

For example the lexical entry for give: Give Agent, <Theme, Goal> [_NP, PP] as in ‘Tom gave a
car to Scott. The lexical entry describes that it is not meaningful to use the word “gave” without
an agent to do the giving, a theme to be moved by the agent and a goal to be the recipient of the
giving. It also describes the syntactic content of the lexical item by indicating that the predicate
“give” needs to be followed by a noun phrase and a prepositional phrase as in the example ‘Tom
gave to charity.”

Theta-Criterion: The Theta-Roles described by a predicate have one interpretation. Multiple
interpretations confuse the correct interpretation.

Language constrains theta-assignment by

making certain no element gets more than one theta-role and every theta-role is assigned. Each
obligatory theta-role selected by a predicate must be assigned to a referential expression and each
referential expression must be assigned a theta-role.

Projection Principle: some words must be combined with additional words to complete a
concept. If these words are missing, the correct interpretation is made more difficult if not
impossible. That is, the properties of lexical items or predicates project onto the syntax of the
sentence and must observe the sub-categorization properties of the lexical items. For example.
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the sentence ‘Tom gave money" is missing the theta-role “goal”.

Any interpretation is

ambiguous without this theta-role “goal” assigned. Thus, if an association is named after a
predicate, the association should support each of the theta-roles selected by that predicate. There
should be a one to one correspondence between the number of theta-roles and the “arity” o f the
association. That is syntax is based on the lexicon in the sense that the specifications of lexical
items project onto the syntax rather than having to be specified by rules. Words have lexical
entries and have actual “descriptive” content.

Extended Projection Principle: There must be a subject even if one is not needed semantically.

Pro-Drop Parameter: This is a parameter of human language and indicates whether a specific
language has declarative finite sentences with or without explicit subjects. For example, English
is a non Pro-Drop parameter language and a subject must always be explicitly present. Italian is
a Null-Subject language and sentences such as, “parla” (speaks) is acceptable without an explicit
subject. Null-Subject languages are not in violation of the Extended Projection Principle because
Universal Grammar treats such languages as having an empty category in the subject position
and is known as “Pro”. Thus the Italian sentence above is treated as “pro parla”.

Structure Dependency Principle: word order is important. Whenever elements o f a sentence
are moved to form passives, questions or whatever, such movement takes into account the
structural relationships rather than the linear order of the words. The sentence “Mary likes John”
does not mean the same, as “John likes Mary”. Although both sentences are grammatically
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correct and both sentences contain exactly the same three words, they have digèrent meanings
and the correct interpretation is defined by the syntactic relationships of the words.

Economy Principle: superfluous elements o f a language are not desirable. Both derivations and
representations are subject to a certain form o f "least effort” condition and are required to be
minimal in a fairly well-defined sense, with no superfluous symbols in representations.

Full Interpretation: every word or symbol o f a language must serve a meaningful purpose.
Every element of Phonetic Form and Logical Form, taken to be the interface o f syntax with
systems of language use, must receive an appropriate interpretation.

Model O f Grammar: Human grammar relative to the discussion here, can be thought of as
consisting of three components; the Lexicon, Syntax and Semantics.

5.0

Experiments and a Proposed Metric

The goal of the experiments was to evaluate various diagramming techniques that utilized
elements o f natural language and measure their ability to support communication. The method
used was to first produce simple diagrams with a single association and no context.

The

association selected was the predicate "give”. Give has a three place thematic structure with the
lexical entry of; give: agent <theme, goal> and sub categorization fiame o f [NP, PP].

(Please

note the Dative Shift form of the predicate give is ignored for discussion here) That is it s-selects
an agent to perform the act of giving, and s-selects a theme to be moved by the act of giving and
it s-selects a goal to be the recipient of the act o f giving and it c-selects a noun phrase and a
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prepositional phrase. In order not to provide context, the theta-roles were labeled only as “A”,
“B” etc.

The association was used in a problem domain or context most certainly known to students. The
problem domain selected was “Instructors give tests to students”. The same association and
problem domain was used across the various diagrams and all the diagrams were syntactically
correct per the rules of the respective technique. The diagram was shown to participants and
multiple choice questions were asked. The questions asked centered on the various roles of the
association or predicate. The selection of answers always included the choice o f “Insufficient
Information to answer” or “none”.

If a majority o f respondents were able to select a particular answer to a question, then it was
concluded that the diagramming technique used was allowing the association or lexical item to
conununicate through the syntax provided by the diagram. If this happened, these diagrams
without context would be become the baseline measurement.

For each diagram and association that could produce a baseline, a second diagram was shown
with the same association and identical syntax but with the addition of complementary context.
Additionally, a third diagram was shown with again the same association and identical syntax
but with conflicting context. The frequencies o f identical answers to corresponding questions
across the three types of diagrams were compared.

16

It was predicted that if Universal Grammar is at work, then the diagrams with syntax only and no
context was allowing for the theta-roles to be assigned solely on the diagram’s syntax via the
Projection Principle and theta-theory. If diagrams with complementary context had higher or
lower frequencies or a delta for the same corresponding questions as the base line diagram, this
delta would be a relative measure of that diagramming technique’s dependency on context.

If a diagram with conflicting syntax and content had higher or lower frequencies for the same
corresponding questions as the baseline or the corresponding diagram with complementary
content, then this delta too would be a relative measure of a diagram’s dependency on context.
The degree of variance or delta from the baseline for any diagram will be an indicator o f whether
or not a diagramming technique is dependent upon context (knowledge not contained in the
diagram) or the syntax of the diagramming technique itself. Remember, it is the quintessential
role of the diagram to facilitate communication across the problem domain and the solution
domain. The syntax of the diagramming technique is more important since it is syntax of the
association or the language knowledge that is common or shared between the customer and the
software developer. Context is not what the customer and the software developer share.

Figure 3 below is an example o f one of the diagrams and questions used in the experiments. The
questions of figure 3 remained constant in the questionnaire and only the diagrams were varied
in the questionnaire.

Complete sample questionnaires used in the experiments are given appendix B and C.
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give

There are two entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association ‘^give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means; Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Questions
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, C, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A, B, C, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, C, none, all, NA

Figure 3 Sample Experiment Question
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6.0

Experiment Results and Analysis

6.1

ER Context Free Diagram

Give

Figure 4 ER Context Free Diagram
ER Context Free
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

A
B
c
0.00% 0.00% 40.00%
20.00% 10.00% 5.00%
5.00% 5.00% 10.00%

None/A/I
60.00%
65.00%
80.00%

Table 1 Experiment Results of the ER Context Free Diagram
The diagram is a correct ER diagram of a ternary association. The questions asked and the
frequencies of the answers are shown in the table above.

The first question asked the

respondents to identify the Goal of the association. The majority or 60% of the respondents
chose either none (5%), all (25%) or insufficient information (30%) as the answer to the first
question. The syntax supported 40% o f the respondents to select entity C and no one selected
entities A and B. The second question asked the respondents to identify the Agent of the
association. The majority or 65% chose either none (5%), all (20%) or insufficient information
(35%). The third question asked the respondents to identify the Theme of the association. This
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time 80% of the respondents chose either none (10%), all (15%) or insufficient information
(55%).

The ER diagram did not allow the majority o f the participants to select specific entities for the
three questions related to the theta-roles. The rules for generating an ER diagram can be said to
“over generate” many plausible interpretations when only one interpretation is desired. That is,
the technique does not constrain or exclude the generation o f undesired interpretations.

The

conclusion is that the ER diagram does not provide the necessary syntax to support the
assignment of the theta-roles in the semantic component. That is, the syntax of the ER diagram
does not support or is in conflict with the projection of the lexical item and based on the model
of human grammar discussed above, meaning is dependent upon input fixim syntax and syntax is
dependent upon input fi*om the lexical item. If the syntax does not conform to the lexical item,
as is the case here, then the input to the semantic component will not allow or hinder the correct
assigmnent o f the theta-roles. Thus the ER diagram of a ternary association does not meet the
first step of providing a baseline for further comparison.
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6.2

UML Context Free Diagram

give

Figure 5 UML Context Free Diagram
UML Context Free
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

A
B
0
3.57% 89.29% 7.14%
89.29% 3.57% 7.14%
14.29% 14.29% 42.86%

None/A/I
7.14%
7.14%
28.56%

Table 2 Experiment Results of the UML Context Free Diagram
The diagram above is a correct UML diagram of an association type. The questions asked and
the frequencies o f the answers are shown in the table above. Unlike the ER diagram, this UML
diagram allows the majority of respondents to select specifrc answers to the three questions
concerning the three theta-roles. The high frequencies for the first two questions concerning the
external agent role and the internal goal role suggest that the Projection Principle and thetaTheory are at work. Answers are being selected based on the lexical properties of the association
and syntax alone.

The two roles that received clear majorities from the respondents are assigned according to “Dstructure” positions. This is explained by the fact that the association contains no passive
constructs. That is, the respondents read the association as an active sentence and assigned the
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roles before any syntactic movement such as passive construction. The agent role was assigned
to the left o f the predicate and the goal role was assigned to the right o f the predicate, as the head
parameter would dictate for English.

This cannot be said for the internal theme role, since no

entity received a clear majority for this question.

For the theme role, the syntax alone is not

providing adequate support or input to the semantic component to assign the theme role
decisively.

The syntax alone of the UML ternary diagram above did support the Projection Principle and 6Theory for the association and consequently provide for a baseline measurement of a context free
diagram. For the UML diagramming technique, the numbers highlighted above will become the
baseline of the diagramming techniques ability to support the association by relying on a syntax
that supports Universal Grammar or language knowledge and not context.
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63

UML Diagram W ith Context
give
Grade

Instructor

Student

Figure 6 UML Diagram With Context
UML UG compléments context
Instructor
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 5.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
95#6
Which entity is most likely to be given?
0.00%

Grade
0.00%
0.00%
85:00%

Student None/A/I
5.00%
90.00%
0.00%
5.00%
5.00%
10.00%

Table 3 Experiment Results of the UML Diagram With Context
The diagram above is a correct UML diagram of an association type. The questions asked and
the frequencies of the answers are shown in the table above.

The addition of context to the

diagram has increased the frequency of the respondents to select answers for all three questions.
The increase from the baseline (context free experiment) for the questions concerning the agent
roles was 5.71%. However, the difference from the base line for the goal and theme roles was
very significant in that there was not only an increase in frequency but also totally different
syntactic position was selected. That is the position of the entities for these roles switched
syntactic positions in the diagram. This major difference in response suggests that the context or
problem domain knowledge was the major factor to facilitate interpretation of the diagram
relative to the impact of the Projection Principle and Theta-Theory as discussed in 6.2 above.

This change from the context free base is clearly a result of the respondents being familiar urith
the problem domain and not the diagramming technique. The point to be made is that the model
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does not stand on its own and that interpretation is dependent upon knowledge not contained in
the diagram.

6.4

UML Diagram With Conflicting Context

give
instructor

grade

Student

Figure 7 UML Diagram With Conflicting Context
UML UG atodds with context
Grade Instructor Student None/A/I
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 0.00%
7.14%
82.14% 10.71%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
7.14% 17.86%
7.14%
67:86%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
32.14%
7.14% 50:00% 10.71%

Table 4 Experiment Results of the UML Diagram With Conflicting Context
Figure 7 above is a correct UML diagram o f an association type. The questions asked and the
frequencies of the answers are shown in the table 4 above. The addition of conflicting context
to the diagram has produced a change in the interpretation o f the diagram. The decrease from the
base line for the questions concerning the agent and goal role was 20.43% and 7.15%
respectively.

The question concerning the theme role rose 7.14% from the base line but fell

35% relative to the diagram with complementary context.

The conflicting context has been introduced by placing an inanimate object in the agent role.
This produces a conflict since the association s-selects a sentient being to fulfill the agent role.
The respondents pick up on this conflict as demonstrated by the drop in frequencies only because
they are familiar with the problem domain and know that “grade” is not a sentient being. If this
24

entity were labeled “fluxcapacitor”, and the reader did not know ail about what a fluxcapacitor
was, the reader could easily misinterpret it based upon the lexical properties o f the association to
be a sentient being and not an inanimate object that enables time travel.

Although only one role is of the wrong argument type, two roles have been adversely affected by
context that conflicts with the syntax. This change is clearly the result of the respondents being
familiar with the problem domain and not the diagramming technique.
contain or localize the conflict to just the offending entity.
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The model cannot

6.5

UML Results Comparisou and Variance Calculation
UML No context
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

A
B
C
3.57% 89.29% 7.14%
89.29% 3.57% 7.14%
14.29% 14.29% 42:86%

UML UG comptofflMite context
iInstructor
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 5.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
95.00%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
0.00%

Grads
0.00%
0.00%
85.00%

Nons/A/I
7.14%
7.14%
28.56%

Studsnt Nons/A/I
5.00%
90 00%
0.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%

UML UG at odds with context
Grads Instructor Studsnt
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 0.00%
82.14% 10.71%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
7.14% 17.86%
67.86%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
32.14%
7.14% 50.00%

Nons/A/I
7.14%
7.14%
10.71%

Table 5 UML Experiment Results Summary
The results shown in table 5 above are shown for comparison purposes.

The highlighted

numbers represent the position that received the highest percentage or frequency from the
respondents. Across the three diagrams, the syntax did not change, only the labeling of the
entities. The pattern of the role assignments is what is of interest. Respondents consistently
assigned the external agent role to the same syntactic position regardless o f context. This did not
happen with the internal theme and goal roles. Theta-theory for the assignment of internal roles
is dependent on context with the UML technique.
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UML Variance between context only and
UG complementing context diagrams
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
Average Variance

UG complements
Baseiine contmct diagram Variance
89.29%
0.00%
89.29%
5.71%
89.29%
95.00%
10.14%
32.72%
42.86%
42.57%

UG Conflicting
UML Variance between context oniy and
UG conflicting with context diagrams
Baseline w/context diagram Variance
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
89.29%
67.86%
21.43%

Table 6 UML Baseline and Variance Calculation
The relative variance or the difference between the diagrams with context to that of the context
free diagrams for the UML ternary model is calculated in table 6 above. Throughout this paper,
variance will simple mean “difference” and should not be confused with the statistical use of the
term.

The relative variance is calculated by taking the baseline percentages for the three

questions of the context free diagram and subtracting the percentages from the corresponding
syntactical position of the diagram with syntax, sum the deltas and dividing the answer by three.
The relative variance for UML is 42.57%

The relative variance of a diagram with conflicting context to a context free diagram is
calculated essentially the same way for the offending role. In this case the agent role. The
variance is calculated to be 21.43% for this UML technique.
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6.6

ORM Context Free Diagram

Figure 8 ORM Context Free Diagram
ORM Context Free
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

None/A/I
A
B
0
0.00% 0.00% 90.00% 10.00%
5.00%
95:00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 85.00% 5.00% 10.00%

Table 7 Experiment Results of ORM Context Free Diagram
Figure 8 above is a correct ORM diagram o f a ternary association. The questions asked and the
frequencies of the answers are shown in the table 7 above.

Unlike the ER diagram, ORM

diagram allows the majority of respondents to select specific answers to all three questions
concerning the three theta-roles. The high frequencies for the three questions concerning the
external agent role and the internal theme and goal roles show that the Projection Principle and
Theta-Theory are at work. Answers are being selected based on the lexical properties of the
association and syntax alone.

The theta-roles are assigned according to “D-structure” positions. Again, this is explained by the
fact that the association contains no passive constructs.

That is, the respondents read the

association as an active sentence and assigned the roles before any syntactic movement such as
passive construction. The agent role was assigned to the left of the predicate and the goal role
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was assigned to the right of the predicate, as the head parameter would dictate for English.
Unlike the ER and UML diagrams without context, the ORM diagram does facilitate the
assignment o f the theme theta-role with a high frequency to a specifrc entity. The ORM diagram
includes the use of the preposition to. This is a dative preposition and is said not to have a
thematic structure o f its own. However, the object of this preposition is in fact an argument of
the association. The preposition serves to transmit the goal theta-role o f the association to its
noun phase object (Ouhalla 138.)

However, the improvement of the respondents identifying

the goal role with the ORM context fiiee diagram over the UML context free diagram is less than
one percent. The addition of the preposition to, has facilitated more the identification o f the
theme argument role. The percentage improved 42.14% for the ORM diagram.

The syntax of the ORM diagram and the inclusion o f a preposition theta-marked by the
association allowed the Projection Principle and 6-Theory for the association to work effectively
and consequently the ORM diagram can provide a baseline measurement. For the ORM
diagranuning technique, the numbers highlighted in green above will become the baseline o f the
diagramming technique’s ability to support the association by relying on a syntax that supports
Universal Grammar or language knowledge and not context.
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6.7

ORM Diagram W ith Context

grade

student

instructor

Figure 9 ORM Diagram With Context
ORM UG complement* context
instructor Grade Student None/A/I
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
0.00% 0.00% 95:00% 5.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
3.57%
9643% 0.00% 0.00%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
3.58%
0.00% 86.90% 9.52%

Table 8 Experiment Results of OR Diagram With Context
The diagram above is a correct ORM diagram of a ternary association. The questions asked and
the Aequencies of the answers are shown in the table above.

The addition of context to the

diagram has increased the frequency o f the respondents to select answers for all three questions.
The increase from the baseline (context free experiment) for the questions concerning the agent,
goal and theme roles was 1.43%, S% and 1.96% respectively. These minor differences in
response suggest that the context or problem domain knowledge is not the major factor to
facilitate interpretation o f the diagram relative to the impact o f the Projection Principle and
Theta-Theory.

The diagramming technique has the ability to facilitate interpretation independent of problem
domain knowledge. The point to be made is that the model does seem more able to stand on its
own relative to the UML and ER diagrams discussed above.
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6.8

ORM Diagram With Conflicting Context

instructor

student

grade

Figure 10 ORM Diagram With Conflicting Context
ORM UG at odds with context
Grade instructor Student None/A/I
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 8.33%
0.00%
0.00%
9167%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
0.00%
8.33%
8.33%
83.33%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
0.00%
8.33%
91.67%
0.00%

Table 9 Experiment Results ORM Diagram With Conflicting Context
The diagram above is a correct ORM diagram of a ternary association. The questions asked and
the frequencies of the answers are shown in the table above. The addition o f conflicting context
to the diagram has produced a change in the interpretation of the diagram. There was decrease
from the base line for the question concerning the agent of 11.67%. However, there were
increases for the goal and theme roles o f 1.67% and 6.76% respectively

The conflicting context was introduced by placing an inanimate object in the agent role. This
produces a conflict since the association s-selects a sentient being to fulfill the agent role. The
respondents pick up on this conflict as demonstrated by the drop in frequencies only because
they are familiar with the problem domain and know that “grade” is not a sentient being. If this
entity were labeled “fluxcapacitor”, and the reader did not know all about what a fluxcapacitor
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was, the reader could easily misinterpret it based upon the lexical properties o f the association to
be a sentient being and not an inanimate object that enables time travel.

Unlike the corresponding UML diagram, the only role that is of the wrong argument type has
been affected by context that conflicts with the syntax. The change is again clearly the result of
the respondents being familiar with the problem domain and not the diagramming technique.
However, the change has been localized to the offending role only. The model is still dependent
on context for interpretation, but to a lesser degree than the UML diagram discussed before.

6.9

ORM Results Comparison and Variance Calculation
ORM Context Free
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

A
B
C
0.00% 0.00% 90.00%
95.00% 0.00% 0.00%
0.00% 85.00% 5.00%

None/A/i
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%

ORM UG complements context
instructor Grade iStudent None/A/i
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
5.00%
0.00% 0.00% 95.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
3.57%
96,43% 0.00% 0.00%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
3.58%
0.00% 86.90% 9.52%
ORM UG at odds with context
Grade instructor Student None/A/i
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 8.33%
0.00%
9167%
0.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
0.00%
8.33%
#% %
8.33%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
0.00%
8.33%
9167%
0.00%

Table 10 ORM Experiment Results Summary
The results in table 10 above are shown above for comparison purposes.

The highlighted

numbers represent the position that received the highest percentage or fiequency from the
respondents. Across the three diagrams, the syntax did not change, only the labeling of the
entities. The pattern of the role assigmnents is what is of interest. Respondents consistently
assigned the external agent role and the intemal goal and theme roles to the same syntactic
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position regardless of context. This was not the case with the UML diagrams. Theta-theory for
the assignment of intemal roles seems to be less dependent on context for the ORM
diagramming technique than it was for the UML technique.

ORM Variance between context diagram
only and UG complementing context
diagram
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
Average Variance

UG
complements
Baseline context diagram
90.00%
95.00%
95.00%
96.43%
85.00%
86.90%

Variance
5.00%
1.43%
1.90%
2.78%

ORM DIMemnce between context only
UG Conflicting
diagram and UG conflicting with context
diagram
Baseline w/context diagram Variance
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
11.67%
95.00%
83.33%

Table 11 ORM Baseline and Variance Calculation
The relative variance of a diagram with context to a context free diagram for the ORM ternary
model is calculated in the table 11 above. Throughout this paper, variance will simple mean
“difference” and should not be confused with the statistical use o f the term. The relative
variance is calculated by taking the baseline percentages for the three questions of the context
free diagram and subtracting the percentages from the corresponding syntactical position of the
diagram with syntax, sum the deltas and dividing the answer by three. The relative variance for
ORM is 2.78%

The relative variance of a diagram with conflicting context to a context free diagram is
calculated essentially the same way for the offending role, in this case the agent role. The
variance is calculated to be 11.67% for this ORM technique.
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7.0

Conclusion

A software developer charged with internalizing and confirming customer requirements should
be aware o f the strengths and weaknesses of the tools he/she employs. He or she needs to be
aware that when a customer does not understand a diagramming technique or they are not
proficient in a problem domain, they will view natural language annotated diagrams through a
UG prism utilizing their language knowledge to find an interpretation.

Modeling techniques such as ER and UML “over generate", that is their diagramming rules do
not filter or constrain nonsensical or unintended interpretations as tightly as ORM, which more
closely follows Universal Grammar. Applying Noam Chomsky’s Universal Grammars does
allow various diagramming techniques to be ranked according to their dependency on context.
This dependency can be a key performance indicator (KPI) of a diagram’s effectiveness (e.g.
comprehensibility, learaabilty and facility to support corrununications) and measured as the
variance between a context free diagram and a diagram with context. The larger the variance the
more dependent the diagrartuning technique is on context for intended interpretation.

For

example, ER was off the scale and UML had an average KPI of 42.57% with a max range o f
89.29% compared to a KPI of only 2.78% with a max range of 5% for ORM for the same
association. The larger the KPI, the more specialized problem domain knowledge required by all
parties to correctly interpret the diagram and the less able the diagram is to bridge the
communication gap between the problem and solution domain expert.
diagramming techniques could be ranked for suitability o f task.
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With this KPI, all

Additionally, a checklist based on Universal Grammar is presented in Table 12 below and could
be used by a software developer to serve as a guideline. The pertinent Universal Grammar
principle or parameter is listed to the left with question focused on this feature of Universal
Grammar is shown to the right.
# Universal Grammar
Principle
1 Projection
Principle:
2 Theta-Criterion
Relative to
Semantics:
3 Theta-Criterion
Relative to Unique
Role Assignment:
4 Theta-Theory:

Question
Does the diagram provide each association with the correct
complements?
Does the diagram provide each association with arguments
of the correct semantic properties?
Does the diagram provide each argument o f the association
with only one theta-role ?
Does the diagram allow the theta-roles to be assigned?

5 D Structure
Representation:
6 Head Parameter

Does the diagram present the association in D-Structure
form?
Does the dis^ram consistently present the Heads on the
same side of the complements?
7 Declarative:
Is the diagram declarative?
8 Economy Principle: Are there no superfluous symbols or representations in the
diagram?
9 Full Interpretation: Can every element of the diagram be interpreted in some

Table 12 Universal Grammar Check List
This checklist would help ensure that the elements in a diagram are only those that need to be
and that the structure of the diagram supports the best form and representation of the desired
concept.
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7.1

Future W ork

Universal Grammar has identified the mechanisms that reduce a diagramming techniques
dependency on context. Utilizing Universal Grammar and the method described above to rank
the various diagramming techniques, work can begin to fiuther develop and improve these
diagramming techniques. Additionally, there are many views o f a complete software model of a
system and only one type o f static diagram was dealt with in this paper.

Various semantic

interpretations or dependencies on context between the different views of a software model also
reduce comprehensibility. Universal Grammar should be applied to other views of software
modeling and a set of guidelines developed to ensure the comprehensive integration of all the
views to form a complete model readably understandable to all.
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Abstract:
Throughout the software development process there are countless numbers of meetings where
information is being presented to clients, developers and business professionals using diagrams
annotated with “natural language elements” as a way to communicate this information (e.g.,
simple sets diagrams, block diagrams, woric-flow diagrams, Entity/Relationship diagrams, Object
Role Modeling, UML). How well do these diagrams communicate information to the intended
audience? The following paper presents several principles that if followed in designing any
diagram (or model) will help maximize the “communication” o f the diagram; where
communication is the comprehensibility, and leamability of that diagram as it relates to a person.
These principles are based upon research performed by the linguist and philosopher Noam
Chomsky and first theorized in 1953. Chomsky introduced a concept called, “Universal
Granmis^* which established the idea that humans are “hard wired” to learn languages in a
specific way. This “hard wired” nature of humans can be exploited to maximize the
“communication” of the diagram (or model). In other words, the principles established by
Chomsky can (and ought to) be applied to creating, designing and developing your diagrams and
modeling diagrams.
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1.0

Introduction

There are countless numbers of meetings throughout the software development process. In these
meetings, diagrams formally (and informally) annotated with natural language are used to
present information to clients, developers and business professionals. How well do these
diagrams communicate complete and unambiguous information to the intended audience?
The linguist and philosopher Noam Chomsky first theorized in 1953 that the mind could not
produce the grammar required for human language Grom the data available in the environment
alone [2]. The argument is known as the “poverty-of-the-stimulus”. His conclusion was that the
essence o f language knowledge must already be in the mind [1]. hr other words, language
knowledge is biological. Just as man is biologically programmed to grow arms and not wings, so
too is all mankind programmed to develop a “Language Facility’' or a human grammar. He
named this concept Universal Grammar (UG) and for him it is the essence o f language
knowledge [1,2,4,9]
Universal Grammar asserts that the apparent differences in the seemingly very different
languages are in reality quite small and that “at some fundamental level all human languages
conform to a particular pattern . ' and that “syntactic structure plays a central role between
physical form and abstract meaning”. The principles of UG “lay down absolute requirements
that a human language has to meet, the parameters of the Universal Grammar accoimt for the
variations between languages” [l,pg 55]. What we learn when we learn our mother tongue is a
set o f principles and parameters for a particular language. Thus, we learn the principles and
parameter settings for a specific language. These principles and parameters that all languages
must not violate UG is what endow us to leam human languages.
How does this relate to humans reading diagrams? Chomsky stated; if a language violated UG,
we simply would not be able to leam that language the way we leam a human language. We
would have to approach it slowly and laboriously the way scientists study physics, in which it
takes generations after generations of labor to gain new understanding and make significant
progress. Thus UG is directly linked to “leamability*'. Simply put, if the diagram does not
follow UG, the diagram will require more specialized knowledge to read and thus be more
difficult to understand.

2.0

The Problem stated more formally:

Diagrams are intended to illustrate a problem, communicate an idea, or present a solution to a
problem. People put together these diagrams (e.g., simple sets diagrams, block diagrams, woric*
flow diagrams, Entity/Relationship diagrams. Object Role Modeling, UML) to represent their
ideas. The problem is, they have no metric to guide the design of their diagram or model that
indicates whether the intended audience will easily understand the diagram. This paper will
demonstrate that following the basic principles o f UG will produce diagrams or models that are
more comprehensible and leamable and thus more readable by humans without specialized
knowledge.

The paper has the following sections: Section 3.0, basic background o f Universal Grammar
(UG). Section 4.0, 5.0, is the analysis o f some different modeling techniques using UG as a
metric. Section 6.0 contains the experiments showing that using diagrams or modeling that
follows UG standards do commimicate better. The final section, section 7.0, contains the
conclusion to our paper and further research thoughts.

3.0

Basic Principles and Parameters of Universal Grammar (UG)

The following section is based on Chomsky’s Universal Grammar by Cook and Newson [1], i.e.,
this section demonstrates the basic concepts and principles of Universal Grammar (UG).
Initially, it may seem confusing as to how to apply these concepts to diagrams (or models);
however we demonstrate how this is done in section 4.0.
(Before starting this section, a quick note to the reader. This research and corresponding paper is
early in the development process. We are trying to get feedback as to whether the idea has merit
and is worth pursuing. We know there is much more to UG than what is presented. For example:
Full Interpretation and Economy Principles are considered to supercede or are more or less
“super” principles of Theta Criterion. Some, who know UG might point out that we do not
recognize this. We are attempting to use only parts of UG for our purposes. Thank you for your
consideration.)
There are degrees of "markedness** for the principles and parameters o f Universal Grammar.
The more a grammar feature departs from the core of Universal Grammar, the more marked it
is. This implies that “maricedness” is linked to leamability [1]. Simply put, if the diagram is
highly marked, the diagram will require more specialized knowledge to read and thus be more
difficult to understand.
Predicate: A predicate expresses the semantic and/or syntactic relationship between entities. For
example the predicate “give”: Entity A “gives” to entity B something C.
0-Roles (theta-RoIes): Is best described by an example, given the phrase ‘‘Tom gave Scott a
car.” . The predicate “give” has three 6-Roles, which are:
•An agent (Tom) to do the giving
•a theme (car) to be given
•A goal (Scott) to be the recipient of the giving.

Lexical Entry: is a predicate with all o f its 6-Roles (e.g. the predicate give with an agent, theme
and goal)
6-Criterion Principle: To satisfy 6-Criterion a predicate “give” must have all 6-Roles present
in the diagram (e.g., predicate give with an agent, theme, goal) to comply with UG. More
formally, the 6-Roles described by a predicate have one interpretation. Each obligatory 6-role

selected by a predicate must be assigned to a referential expression. Each referential expression
must be assigned a 6-role [1].
0-Theory: 0-Theory is concerned with the way in which 0-roles are assigned. The 0-Theory
states that 0-Roles tend to be assigned in a uniform direction. In English, this basically means
there are two types of 6-roles assignments, internal and external [1]. Internal 6-roles are assigned
to the right of the predicate, and external 6-roles are assigned to the left o f the predicate.
Structure Dependency Principle: Word order is very important. The sentence “Mary likes
John” does not mean the same, as “John likes Mary”. Although both sentences are
grammatically correct and each sentence contains exactly the same three words, they have
different meanings and the correct interpretation is defined by the syntactic relationships of the
words.
Full Interpretation Principle: Every word or symbol o f a language must serve a meaningful
purpose. For example: V x 2 + 2 = 4, where V x 2 means “for all x’s” is superfluous to the
meaning o f 2 + 2 = 4. This is acceptable in mathematics but is not acceptable in human
languages. Sentences such as “Every man like woman” is ungrammatical meaning “every” is
superfluous to the meaning o f the sentence. Full Interpretation means that every element that
appears in a structure must have an interpretation.
Economy Principle: Superfluous elements of a language are not desirable. Both derivations and
representations are subject to a certain form of “least effort” condition and are required to be
minimal in a fairly well defined sense, with no superfluous symbols.

4.0

Analysis of Set Diagrams E/R, and UML Modeling Techniques

In this section we demonstrate how to apply UG to different design techniques (e.g., sets, UML,
ER) where the design techniques will illustrate the following relationship.
Relationship:
“some instructors evaluate using a test of several students”
“some student is evaluated by this test by several instructors'

4.1 Set example:
Consider the following binary relationship represented as a set diagram below.

population (Student)

population (Instructor)

Figure 4.1 Using sets to show the relationship.

The set diagram has several problems; most notably, the diagram does not show the relationship
between the entities (i.e., “evaluates” is not present in the diagram but is present in the
relationship above). There are only lines, and nothing to indicate what these lines mean. This
diagram completely relies on the client to understand the relationship prior to looking at the
diagram. The relationship of “Instructors” to “Students” (and visa-versa) is not revealed by the
diagram. There is a complete lack of information using set diagrams, and set diagrams typically
do not satisfy 0-Theory, 9-Criterion and Structure Dependency Principle. This diagram is highly
marked.

4 2 ER Model Binary example
Instructor

evaluate

Student

evaluated by
Figure 4.2 Using ER model to show the relationship.
As would be expected, the use of natural language for the association in the diagram conveys
much better the relationship between the two entities. Using ER the model does show a
relationship between the Student and the Instructor using the predicate “evaluate”: The lexical
entry for “evaluate” used in this manner is “evaluate<agent, possessor, patient>[l]”.
The
Instructor is the external 0-role (which is assigned to the left of the predicate), but the student
could be either the patient or the possessor (which are assigned to the right of the predicate). The
diagram has left out a 0-role; as a result, the diagram is ambiguous
0-Criterion: The 0-Criterion is not satisfied: Assuming “student” is the “patient”, then the
possessor 0-Role is left unassigned which leaves the criteria uncompleted; hence, the basis for
understanding this diagram is subjective and dependent on the person who is looking at the
diagram.
0-Theory: The 0-theory is satisfied for the roles shown. However, due to the missing 0-Role,
0-theory can not assign the missing 0-role and the criteria uncompleted; hence, the basis for
imderstanding this diagram is subjective and dependent on the person who is looking at the
diagram.

Structure Dependent: The diagram can be read in both directions. This works because both
readings do not violate the 0-criterion. That is, the agent and the patient roles are identically
assigned with ‘^instructor” taking the agent role and “student” taking the patient role in both
readings. Although, the passive reading looks like it might violate 0-Theory, it does not since
the Internal and External 0-Roles are assigned correctly.
Full Interpretation Principle: That every word or symbol of a language must serve a
meaningful purpose has been satisfied.
Economy Principle: This diagram has no superfluous elements and therefore the economy
principle is satisfied.
Finally, this diagram is significantly “mariced”.

4 3 UML Model Binary example
Evaluates ^
Student

Figure 4 3 Using UML model to show the relationship.
Again, as would be expected, the use of natural language conveys a relationship between the two
entities. However, this diagram is more “marked” than the previous ER diagram.
0-Criterion: The 0-Criterion is not satisfied: Assuming “student” is the “patient”, then the
possessor 0-Role is left unassigned which leaves the criteria is incomplete; hence, the basis for
understanding this diagram is subjective and dependent on the person who is looking at the
diagram.
0-Theory: The 0-theory is satisfied for the roles shown. However, due to the missing 0-Role,
0-theory can not assign the missing 0-role and the criteria is incomplete; hence, the basis for
understanding this diagram is subjective and dependent on the person who is looking at the
diagram.
Structure Dependency: Acknowledges the dependency by providing reading arrow.
Unfortunately using this arrow causes a one-way relationship, i.e., the diagram does not show the
relationship from Student to Instructor, and there does exist a relationship from Student to
Instructor that is not revealed. Therefore, it is very difficult to determine if Structural
Dependence has been satisfied since only one relationship is shown. Hence this solution is not
declarative.

Full Interpretation Principle: That every word or symbol of a language must serve a
meaningful purpose has been satisfied.
Economy Principle: Does not comply with the Economy Principle. The association directionreading arrow is a superfluous element. There is only one possible interpretation for the
association and therefore the use of the association direction-reading arrow is not needed.

5.0 Ternary Analysis
We now turn our attention to a more complex relationship, a ternary relationship. In this section
we apply UG to the different design techniques as was done in section 4.0. Consider the
following ternary relationship represented below.
Relationship:
“an instructor evaluates students with a test”
“a test is the basis of an instructor’s evaluation”
“a student’s evaluation is based on an instructor’s test’
5.1 Set example: Consider the ternary relationships represented in Figure 5.1
population(Instructors)

population(Students)
Figure 5.1 Using Sets diagrams to show the relationship.

The set diagram has several problems; most notably, the diagram does not show the relationship
between the entities. That is, there are only lines, and nothing to indicate what these lines mean.
This diagram completely relies on the client to understand the relationship prior to looking at the
diagram. The relationships of “Instructors” to “Tests” to “Students” (and visa-versa) are not

revealed by the set diagram. There is a complete lack o f information using set diagrams, and
therefore, set diagrams typically do not satisfy 8-Theory and Structure Dependency Principle.
5.2 ER Model Ternary Example

Test

Student

Evaluate

Instructor
Figure 5.2 Using ER diagrams to show the relationship.

As before, the lexical entry for this semantic value of “evaluate” is evaluate<agent, possessor,
patient>. The diagram is shown in Figure 5.2
6-Criterion Principle: 6-Criterion is basically satisfied. All of the 6-Roles are present in the
syntax described by the predicate and have one interpretation in the model; however, the diagram
does not identify which is the agent, possessor or patient. More formally, the model does not
provide the syntax required to assign the theta roles. It is ambiguous which entity is to receive
which theta role.
6-Theory: The 6-theory is not satisfied for the roles shown. 6-Theory cannot assign the 6-role
and the criterion is incomplete; hence, the basis for understanding this diagram is subjective and
dependent on the person t^ o is looking at the diagram.
Structure Dependency: Completely ignored! The diagram does not provide any help to the
reader on what order to read the diagram. In other words, students evaluate instructors using
tests, or instructors evaluate students using tests.
Full Interpretation Principle: Since every word or symbol in the diagram has served a
meaningful purpose, this principle has been satisfied.
Economy Principle: This diagram has no superfluous elements and therefore the economy
principle is satisfied.
This ER diagram although marked, is less marked than the examples in Section 4.0.

5 3 Ternary UML Model example
evaluate
insfnictor

Figure 53 Using ER diagrams to show the relationship.

0-Criterion: 6-Theory is satisfied. All of the 6-Roles are present in the syntax described by the
predicate and have one interpretation in the model. UML improves on the ER ambiguity by
employing the use of an “association type”. In the above diagram, using a dashed line indicates
the association type. The entity “test” is an attribute or a possessor attribute of “student” (i.e.,
external 6-Role). The model differentiates between the “agent” and “possessor” roles (i.e.,
internal 0-Role) by making the line that connects them to the predicate or association different.
Hence, the 6-Criterion is more satisfied in this UML diagram than in the ER diagram but
requires specialized knowledge of UML that many people may not have.
0-Theory: The 6-theory is satisfied for the roles shown. UML recognizes the equivalent o f UG
6-Theory and supplies the diagram with visual cues as to how to assign the roles properly.
However, this %ain requires specialized knowledge that not all “experts” may have.
Structure Dependency: Acknowledges the dependency by providing reading arrow.
Unfortunately using this arrow causes a one-way relationship.
Full Interpretation Principle: That every word or symbol of a language must serve a
meaningful purpose has been satisfied.
Economy Principle: This diagram has no superfluous elements and therefore the economy
principle is satisfied.

6.0 Experiments and Results
This paper demonstrates that following the basic principles of UG will produce diagrams or
models that are more comprehensible and leamable and thus more readable by humans without
specialized knowledge.
Experiments have been developed to demonstrate the following ideas:
1. Syntax assigns meaning to diagrams according to Universal Grammar principles, That is, the
less marked a diagram the more easily the diagram can be understood.
2. Previous knowledge of the relationship can override what the diagram actually shows. This
creates a situation where an expert in a particular area will rely on his or her own expertise to
interpret the diagram rather than on the diagram itself, resulting in the possibility of very
different interpretations that go undiscovered.
A series of six diagrams with questions for each diagram was given to SO participants (more
experiments slated for September 2002). Participants should have had the knowledge of how to
interpret the diagrams; that is, if a diagram uses UML, the participant had knowledge of UML.
Some diagrams gave no information about context and used symbols for all entities. These are
called context-free diagrams. Some diagrams contained information about the context (e.g.
students, test, instmctors) and were called context-sensitive diagrams. Three diagrams had
binary relationships and 3 had ternary relationships.
For example: Below is a simple binary context-free diagram with related questions, which
requires UML understanding. This type o f question was given to the SO participants that have
UML knowledge. More complex questions were also given to participants.

Question 1
give

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “A”, and “B” involved in the relationship described above by the
association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
What is being given?

neither,
neither,
neither,
neither,

Figure 6.1 An example question for the participants that is context-free.

both,
both,
both,
both,

NA
NA
NA
NA

6.1

Experiments

Experiments indicated that if UG standards are followed in preparation of a diagram, it is more
understandable. That is, relationships between the different entities (e.g., see part 2 below) were
understood faster and more “correctly” if UG was followed. The experiments were designed in
the following way: Pairs of context free diagrams and diagrams with context were given for a
limited period of time to developers, students and other business professionals. We then asked a
series of questions relating to the diagrams. For the diagrams without context (e.g., entities
labeled as A, B), the participants had to rely on the “syntax” of the diagram to answer the
questions and it was predicted that this would be done according to UG. For the diagrams with
context, or when domain knowledge (e.g., entities labeled as student, teacher) was supplied, it
was predicted that the answers would be most correct if UG is followed. All indications so far
have indicated the above assumption is true, and that following UG standards really makes
diagrams human readable.
In the first part of the test, the following two diagrams (see figure 6.2) were presented, one with
domain context and one without. Syntactically equivalent questions (see figure 6.3) were asked
o f each. The results and the interpretation are given below.

P a rti
Diagram I (without)
give

Diagram 2 (with)
give
Instructor

Grade

Figure 6.2 Binary UML Diagram with and without context
Figure 6.2 shows the diagram presented; it consisted of the association “give”, which is a three
0-role predicate. That is, for the concept “give” to be complete, it requires three 6-roles. In the
diagrams, “A” and “instructor” were the agent 6-roles (external 6-roles) and “B” and “Grade”
were the theme theta-roles (internal 6-roles). Both diagrams purposely leave out the goal theta
role (see lexical entry above, for agent, goal, theme). According to UG 6-Theory, the agent is
assigned to the left of the predicate and the goal is assigned to the right of the predicate for
English. There should be no ambiguity involving the agent, however, there will be ambiguity
relating to the goal and theme 6-roles.

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
What is being given?

Figure 6^ Questions asked o f participants.

To find out if this prediction is true, the participants were asked several questions (see figure
6.4): The most relevant question that relates to t k above prediction was: “Which entity is most
likely to receive something?” This question relates to the goal theta-role. Over 90% of the
participants answered “B” to the diagram without context. This was in accordance with UG
since the goal theta role was an internal argument and position “B” was syntactically to the right
of the predicate “give”. Only 50% answered “Grade” for the diagram with context to the entity
in the equivalent syntactic position. The “B” position was deemed perfectly capable by 90% of
the participants to be the recipient of “give” but as soon as the domain context was added, this
syntactic position occupied by the entity “Grade” was deemed less capable to be the recipient o f
“give” and fell to only 50%. This can be explained by UG as well. Since the question was
asking for the internal “goal” theta role and the diagram showed only one syntactically correct
position for an internal role but the supplied context of “Grade” did not semantically match the
“goal” role but rather the “theme” role, ambiguity resulted. The UG principles at work are 0Criteria, 0-Theory and the Structure Dependency Principle. None of these principles have been
100% satisfied and yet 90% of the respondents detected no problem when asked about the
missing 0-role until context was given that conflicted with the syntax. Additionally, only 4%
thought that the answer to this question was either “neither”, “both” or “NA” for the diagram
without context as compared 40% for the diagram with context. Thus, the influence of context
and syntax that are at odds with each other introduces ambiguity or conflict between what the
syntax of the diagram was inherently communicating based on UG and domain bias of the
reader.
Simply put, interpretation of a diagram will be based on participants’ domain
knowledge, and not only on what the diagram states. Resulting in multiple or different
interpretations from different participants.

Questions
I
2

Context
Free
A
6%
88%

B
90%
6%

Neither Both
0%
2%
0%
2%

NA
2%
4%

3
4

38%
24%

24%
12%

10%
4%

26%
60%

Questions
1
2

With
Context
Instructor Grade
4%
54%
94%
2%

Neither Both
32%
0%
2%
0%

NA
10%
2%

3
4

14%
2%

12%
12%

18%
24%

52%
62%

2%
0%

4%
0%

F ^ r e 6.4 Results of the questions for part 1

As predicted, this ambiguity was not seen in the data for the agent theta-role. Eighty-eight (88%)
percent answered “A” to the question “Which entity is most likely to do the giving?” for the
diagram without context and 94% answered “Instructor” for the diagram with context to the
entity in the equivalent syntactic position.

Part 2
Diagram 1
give

Diagram 2
give
Instructor

Grade

Student

Figure 6.5 Ternary UML Diagram with and without context

The question of “Which entity is most likely to be given?” related to the theme theta role. This
question produced a wide range of responses. However, a dominant response of 52% for
“Grade” was measured in the diagram with context. This is up from 24% for the diagram
without context for the same question. In this case, the syntax does not conflict with the
requested and available theta role “theme” or grade. The improvement can be attributed to the
given context only. For the question, “What is being given?” there were similar results (i.e.,
62%). This too was expected since this basically is the same question worded differently.
Part two or next set of experiments used a ternary relationship (see figure 6.5) and a related set of
questions (see figure 6.6).
In these experiments, the association “give”, again a three-theta role predicate, was used. That
is, for the concept “give” to be complete, it requires three theta-roles. In the diagrams, “A” and
“instructor” were the agent theta-roles and “B” and “Grade” and “C” and “Student” were the
theme and goal theta-roles, respectively. Again, according to UG, agent theta-role is assigned to
the left of the predicate (external 0-roles) and goal and theme theta roles are assigned to the right
of the predicate for English (internal 0-roles). There should be no ambiguity involving the agent
theta-roles and some ambiguity concerning the goal and theme theta-roles.
(Questions
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something?
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
4. What is being given?

Figure 6.6 Questions asked of participants.
To confirm this prediction, participants were asked the question “Which entity is most likely to
receive something?” which concerns the goal theta-role. Seventy-two (72) percent of the
respondents answered “B” to the diagram without context and only 30% answered “Grade” for
the diagram with context to the entity in the equivalent syntactic position. The “B” position was
deemed perfectly capable by 72% of the respondents to be the recipient o f “give” but as soon as
the domain context was added, this syntactic position occupied the entity “Grade” was deemed
less capable to be the recipient of “give” and fell to only 30%. Again, the drop can be explained
as a result of the syntax pointing the reader in one direction and the context indicating another.
However, 92% of the respondents were looking to the right of the predicate or according to the
theta theory to answer this question concerning the internal theta role “goal”.
The dominant response for this question for the diagram with context was 54% for the entity
labeled “Student”. In the diagram without context, the corresponding syntactic position only
received 8%. Here too, the syntax of the diagram is overwritten by domain knowledge not
inherent to the diagram.

Qs Context
Free
A
1 2%
2
86%
3
16%
4
8%
Qs
1
2
3
4

With
Context
Instructor
2%
88%
8%
2%

B
72%
4%
32%
12%

C
8%
2%
24%
26%

Neither
2%
0%
8%
2%

Both
12%
8%
2%
6%

NA
4%
0%
18%
46%

Student
54%
4%
16%
8%

Grade
30%
2%
58%
66%

Neither
6%
2%
6%
4%

Both
8%
4%
6%
2%

NA
0%
0%
6%
18%

Figure 6.7 Results of the questions for part 2
As predicted, this ambiguity is not seen in the data for the agent theta-role. Eighty-six (86%)
percent answered “A” to the question “Which entity is most likely to do the giving?” for the
diagram without context and 88% answered “Instructor” for the diagram with context to the
entity in the equivalent syntactic position.
The question of “Which entity is most likely to be given?” produced a wide range of responses
for the context free diagram due not to a missing theta role in the syntax but due to the lack of
ability o f the syntax to assign the theta-roles correctly. This can be attributed to the diagram’s
complete lack of ability to assign case according to the UG Case Filter Principle [1]. However, a
dominate response o f 58% for “Grade” was measured in the diagram with context indicating that
the improvement or decisiveness o f the diagram could only be realized with domain knowledge
not already inherent in the digram . For the question, “What is being given?” we see similar
results. This too was expected since this basic^ly is the same question worded differently.
When the context free diagrams of Part One (see figure 6.4) and Part Two (see figure 6.7) were
compared, there were interesting results concerning questions about the two theta-roles (goal and
theme). The diagram in Part One was a two-entity diagram and purposely omitted one entity or
theta-role. The diagram of Part Two was a three-entity diagram that correctly showed syntactic
positions for the three theta-roles o f the association or predicate “give”. The three theta-roles of
“give” are again the single external theta-role “agent” (the entity doing the giving) and two
internal theta roles “goal” (the recipient o f what was given) and “theme” (that which was given).
All three of these roles are required to semantically complete the event described by the
predicate “give”.

Questions
two
entity

Context
Free

I
2

A
6%
88%

B
90%
6%

Neither
2%
0%

Both
0%
2%

NA
2%
4%

3
4

38%
24%

24%
12%

10%
4%

2%
0%

26%
60%

Qs three
entity

Context
Free
A

B

C

Both

NA

2%
86%
16%
8%

72%
4%
32%
12%

8%
2%
24%
26%

Neit
her
2%
0%
8%
2%

12%
8%
2%
6%

4%
0%
18%
46%

1
2
3
4

Figure 6.8 Comparing context-free of Part one and Part two.
For the “goal” theta role, the difference in respondents dropped from 90% for the two-entity
diagram to 72% for the three-entity diagram. It would appear that the addition to the diagram of
the third entity has introduced more ambiguity and not less until one considers that the rate of
respondents increased from 0% in the two-entity diagram for “Both” to 12% in the three-entity
diagram and that 8% selected syntax position “C” for a total of 92%. In other words, this
indicates that the respondents were indeed looking for this internal theta-role to be assigned
according to UG, i.e. to the right of the predicate. The fact that the diagram could not assign the
correct internal role does not violate this.
For the two-entity diagram, questions related to the theme internal theta role produced only a
24% response rate according to theta theory but the three-entity diagram increased the correct
response rate to 56% (24% + 32%; also note, the Neither, Both, and NA responses fell off).
Since the respondents had nothing else to go on but the syntax provided by the diagram, it could
be argued that the improvement is due to the correct number of theta roles being present in the
three-entity diagram or the theta criterion.

Three
entity

With
Context

1
2
3
4

Instructor
2%
88%
8%
2%

Student
54%
4%
16%
8%

Grade
30%
2%
58%
66%

Neither
6%
2%
6%
4%

Both
8%
4%
6%
2%

NA
0%
0%
6%
18%

With
Context
Instructor
4%
90%
10%
4%

Student
82%
4%
8%
0%

Grade
4%
2%
72%
76%

Neither
2%
2%
4%
4%

Both
8%
2%
4%
2%

NA
0%
0%
2%
14%

Three
entity
I
2
3
4

Figure 6.9 Results of the questions for part 3
The last question of the survey switched the two internal theta roles theme and goal or grade and
student. This question was poorly worded and more work needs to be done. However, we still
think the results are worth looking at briefly and are shown above in figure 6.8. The question
concerning the internal theta role goal or “student” jumped from 54% to 82% and the response to
the agent role or “instructor” rose from 88% to 90% and the correct responses to the theme theta
role “grade” rose from 58% to 76%. Again, the only change to the diagram that could account
for the improvement is the switching of the two internal theta roles. This result is very
interesting to use, and UG theory on how internal theta roles are assigned needs to be further
investigated. At this point, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

7.0 Conclusions and Future Research
This research is very early in the development process. However, the experiments performed on
a small number of people (50 people) have indicated that if UG standards are followed in
preparation of a diagram, there is less ambiguity and it is more understandable. A set of basic
principles can be used to help determine whether a diagram is UG compliant. For example,
when the 0-Criterion Principle and Structure Dependency Principle are violated, the diagram is
ambiguous. This was illustrated in section 6; a predicate (e.g., give) was used in a ternary
relationship that is syntactically correct, but semantically ambiguous diagrams with conflicting
interpretations occurred. A series of larger experiments in a more formal setting will be
preformed in the fall (>200 people) and the results will be available in September 2002. All
indications so far reveal that following UG standards really makes diagrams more human
readable in that they have shown it possible to reduce ambiguity by relying less on context and
more on the syntax of the diagram.

This is very new research and much more woric is needed. The results o f this research are
preliminary and more experiments are needed. In addition, we are planning on generating a set
of simple rules to apply to a diagram to help determine if it is UG compliant.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE ONE

Sample Questionnaire One:
Important! Please read
You are not required to take this questionnaire. There will be no affect on your grade in this
class if you elect to (or not to) take this questionnaire. Please do not write your name on this
questionnaire (or any other identifying marks). The information supplied may be used in a
research paper for publication. Finally, if you elect to take this questionnaire, please answer each
questions to the best of your abilities

instructions:
On each of the following pages you will be given a diagram, study the diagram and answer the
questions using the information given in the diagram. Indicate your selection by circling your
answer.
The follow questions are to be answered in order, completing each question before continuing on
to the next question. Please do not go back to a previous question after you have started a new
question. .
Thank you for your time and support.
Mr. Ralph Palmer
Dr. Roger Ferguson
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Question 1
loves ^
Jack

Jill

Figure; UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “Jack”, and “Jill” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “loves”. Based on the above dit^ram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
1. Which entity is most likely to receive love?
2. Which entity is most likely do to the loving?

Jack, Jill,
Jack, Jill,

neither, both, NA
neither, both, NA

Question 2
loves ^
Jill

Jack

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “Jill”, and “Jack” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “loves”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
1. Which entity is most likely to receive love?
2. Which entity is most likely do to the loving?
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Jack, Jill, neither, both, NA
Jack, Jill, neither, both, NA

Question 3
put

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled ' A", and “B” involved in the relationship described above by the
association “put”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1.
1. Which entity is most likely to be put somewhere?
2. Which entity is most likely to put an entity somewhere?
3. Which entity represents the location an entity was put?

A, B, neither.

both.
both.
both.

Part 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “put”.
Question 4
give
Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “A”, and “B” involved in the relationship described above by the
association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something?
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?

A, B, neither, both,
A, B, neither, both,
A, B, neither, both,

NA
NA
NA

Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give”.
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NA
NA
NA

Question 5
put

Figure; UML diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association "put". Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination o f answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1.
3. Which entity is most likely to be put somewhere?
4. Which entity is most likely to put an entity somewhere?
3. Which entity represents the location an entity was put?

A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all,, NA

Part 2.
1 . Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “put’
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Question 6
give

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination o f answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something?A, B, C, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A, B,C, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B,C, none, all, NA
Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 7
give
Instructor

Grade

Student

Figure: UML diagram:

There are three entities labeled “Instructor”, “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable —that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
4. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
5. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
6. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
Part 2.
1.

Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give”.
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Question 8
give
Instructor

Grade

Student

Figure: UML diagram:

There are three entities labeled “Instructor”, “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination o f answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part I
7. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
8. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
9. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 9

Figure: ER diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “hit”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part I.
1. Which entity is most likely to be hit?
2. Which entity is most likely to hit something?

A, B, C, none,
A, B, C, none,

all, NA
all, NA

Part 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “hit”.
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Question 10

cooks

Figure: ER diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “cooks”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1.
1. Which entity is most likely to be cooked?
2. Which entity is most likely do to the cooking?

A, B, C, none,
A, B, C, none,

all,
all,

NA
NA

Part
r a n 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 11

Figure: ORM diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1
10. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, C, none, all, NA
11. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A, B, C, none, all, NA
12. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, C, none all, NA
Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 12
grade

instructor

students

Figure: ORM diagram:

There are three entities labeled “Instructor”, “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 13

Figure: ORM diagram:

There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “put”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1.
5. Which entity is most likely to be put somewhere?
6. Which entity is most likely to put an entity somewhere?
3. Which entity represents the location an entity was put?

A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all,, NA

Part 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “put”.
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Question 14
book

Mary

shelf

Figure: ORM diagram:
There are three entities labeled “Mary”, “book” and “shelf’ involved in the relationship
described above by the association “put”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1.
7. Which entity is most likely to be put somewhere?
8. Which entity is most likely to put an entity somewhere?
3. Which entity represents the location an entity was put?

A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all, NA
A, B, C, none, all,, NA

Part 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “put”
Done!
Thanks you !
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE TWO

Sample Questionnaire Two:
Important! Please read
You are not required to take this questionnaire. There will be no affect on your grade in this
class if you elect to (or not to) take this questionnaire. Please do not write your name on this
questionnaire (or any other identifying maries). The information supplied may be used in a
research paper for publication. Finally, if you elect to take this questionnaire, please answer each
questions to the best of your abilities

Instructions;
On each of the following pages you will be given a diagram, study the diagram and answer the
questions using the information given in the diagram. Indicate your selection by circling your
answer.
The follow questions are to be answered in order, completing each question before continuing on
to the next question. Please do not go back to a previous question after you have started a new
question. .
Thank you for your time and support.
Mr. Ralph Palmer
Dr. Roger Ferguson
Background
1. Is English your first language?
2. Do you understand UML diagramming?
3. Do you understand ER diagramming?
4. Do you understand ORM diagramming?
5. Number of years in the software field?
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Question 1
give

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “A”, and “B” involved in the relationship described above by the
association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, neither,
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A, B, neither,
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, neither,

both, NA
both, NA
both, NA

Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give”.
2.
Describe in one complete sentence any relationship (use your imagination) using the
association “give”.
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Question 2
give

Figure: UML diagram:
There are two entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, C, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A, B, C, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, C, none, all, NA
Part 2.
I.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give’
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Question 3
give
Student

Instructor

Grade

Figure: UML diagram:
There are three entities labeled “Instructor”, “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Instructor, Student, Grade, none, all, NA
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Question 4
give
Instructor

Grade

Student

Figure: UML diagram:

There are three entities labeled ' Instructor", “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
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Question 5

Give

Figure: ER diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, C, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
A,B, C, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, C, none, all, NA
Part 2.
1. Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give”.
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Question 6

Figure: ER diagram:
There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “hit”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination o f answers that
best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient information to
determine the answer.
Part 1.
1. Which entity is most likely to be hit?
2. Which entity is most likely to hit something?

A,
A,

B, C, none,
B, C, none,

all, NA
all, NA

Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “hit’'

2.
Describe in one complete sentence any relationship (use your imagination) using the
association “give”.
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Question 7

Figure: ORM diagram:

There are three entities labeled “A”, “B” and “C” involved in the relationship described above by
the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the combination of answers
that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that is, insufficient
information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? A, B, C, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving? A, B, C, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
A, B, C, none all, NA
Part 2.
1.
Describe in one complete sentence the above relationship using the association “give”.
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Question 8
grade

instructor

student

Figure: ORM diagram:

There are three entities labeled “Instructor”, “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Instructor, Grade, Student, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Instructor, Grade, Student, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Instructor, Grade, Student, none, all, NA
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Question 9
instructor

grade

student

Figure: ORM diagram:

There are three entities labeled “Instructor’', “Student” and “Grade” involved in the relationship
described above by the association “give”. Based on the above diagram, please circle the
combination of answers that best describe the diagram; Note NA means: Non-answerable - that
is, insufficient information to determine the answer.
Part 1
1. Which entity is most likely to receive something? Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
2. Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
3. Which entity is most likely to be given?
Grade, Instructor, Student, none, all, NA
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APPENDIX D
PRESENTATION GIVEN AT PACIHC NORTWEST SOFTWARE QUALITY
CONFERENCE 2002

Effective Diagramming Techniques

1

Dr. Roger Ferguson
Associate Professor
Department of Computer Science and Information Systems
Grand Valley State University
2227 Mackinac Hall
Allendale MI, 49401
Ralph Palmer
Burke E. Porter Machinery Company
Director Of Engineering
730 Plymouth N. E.,
Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49505
e-mail: ralph.palmer@bepco.com

Outline of the talk
♦ 1 Purpose of the Research
♦ 2 Claims of Diagramming Techniques
♦ 3 Universal Grammar
♦ 4 Experiments
♦ 5 Future Work
♦ 6 Things to Think About

The Purpose of the Research
Nearly 75% of all e-commerce projects did not
meet defined objectives (The Gartner Group.)
70% of software project deadlines were missed
(The META Group.)
Late and cancelled software projects cost US
companies $140 Billion Dollars Per Year (The
Standish Group .j
Faulty software costs businesses $78 Billion a year
(CIO Magazine.)
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The
Purpose
of
the
Research
ill
^
♦ Why are so many business managers
commissioning so many ill fated projects?
♦ Why are so many software engineers failing
at their core professional tasks?
♦ Why do these projects fail?
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IS The Purpose of the Research
♦ Widely reported reasons for failed software projects
revolve around two major stakeholders, the
customer and the developer and include:
■ Poor customer input
■ Vague requirements
■ Customer driven scope creep
■ Failure of the project team to understand the
requirements
■ Software did not deliver what it was purchased to deliver

The Purpose of the Research
H

♦ How are the stakeholders communicating?
♦ How does the software engineer
communicate with the the customer and
business manager?
♦ They communicate through diagrams that
represent a conceptual model of the desired
application

The Purpose of the Research
give
phasem ajector

turboencapulator

fluxcapactor

♦ The software engineer sees the above as
■ “the entity fluxcapacitor and its attributes are related to the
association between the entities phasemajector and the
turboencapulator and that the lifetime o f the fluxcapacitor is
dependant on the relationship”

♦ The customer sees the above as
■ “What? The phasemajector is never given to the turboencapulator!
They better follow the spec I wrote!

The Purpose of the Research
♦ The developer of software has specialized
knowledge in software engineering and sees
the project in the context of software
solutions
♦ The customer for the software has
specialized knowledge in the desired
application and sees the project in context of
the application
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Diagramming Techniques

♦ Common diagramming techniques that claim to
facilitate communication and bridge this “context”
gap
■ The Entity Relationship
• ""adopts the more natural view of the real world. It incorporates
important semantic information about the real world” (Chen 2)

■ Object Role Modeling
•Spe cifically designed to improve communication between the problem
and the solution domain expert (Haplin 2)

- UML
•Use d in static structures such as a conceptual model to communicate
problem domain information to solution domain experts (Larman 88)

sat

Diagramming Techniques

♦ How well do these techniques really work?
♦ Do we have a way to judge them
scientifically?
♦ A concrete metric for a model’s ability to
communicate across this “context” gap is
lacking
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Universal Grammar
The Proposed Metric

♦ A diagramming technique should strive for a
common ground or base of knowledge between the
parties communicating
♦ The common ground between the software engineer
and the customer is their common language
knowledge or as Chomsky called it “Universal
Grammar or UG”
♦ UG principles have the potential to be a metric or
be the basis of key indicators of a diagram’s true
ability to communicate.

Universal Grammar
The Proposed Metric
The Linguist and Philosopher Noam Chomsky first
theorized in 1953 that the mind could not produce
the grammar required for human language from the
data available to it alone
Chomsky’s conclusion was that the essence of
language knowledge must then already be in the
mind (Gliedman, 385.)
Language knowledge is biological
■ A characteristic of being human.
■ Declarative

lif
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Universal Grammar
The Proposed Metric

♦ The apparent differences in seemingly
different languages are in reality quite small

very

■ “at some fundamental level all human languages conform
to a particular pattern.. (Cook & Newson 70)
■ The principles “lay down absolute requirements that a
human language has to meet” (Cook & Newson 55)
■ The parameters “account for the variations between
languages” (Cook & Newson 55).

Universal Grammar
The Proposed Metric
♦ These principles and parameters that all
languages must not violate is what endows us
to learn human languages with relatively
little effort
♦ Universal Grammar narrows or limits the
infinite number of possible communication
systems to a subset of human leamable
systems.

Universal Grammar
The Proposed Metric
♦ Utilizing the basic principles of UG in
modeling will produce diagrams or models
that are
■ more comprehensible
■ more leamable
■ readable without specialized knowledge

ii Basic Principles and Parameters
of Universal Grammar
rt

'
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Predicate
■ A lexical item, which says something about other
entities. A predicate expresses the semantic and/or
syntactic relationship between entities.

0-Roles
■ Semantic roles played by entities described by a
predicate the “Who is doing what to whom”

Lexical Entry
■ A listing of a predicate with its 0-Roles
■ Example: the lexical entry for give is: Give <Agent,
Theme, Goal> as in “Tom gives Scott a car.”
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Basic Principles and Parameters
of Universal Grammar

Structure Dependency Principle
■ Structure or phrase order is important. The sentence
“Mary likes John” does not mean the same, as “John
likes Mary”.
■ Correct interpretation is defined by the syntactic
relationships of the words.

Full Interpretation Principle
■ Every element that appears in a structure/diagram must
be interpreted in some way.
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Principles and Parameters
of Universal Grammar

Projection Principle
■ Requires the syntax to accommodate the
characteristics of each lexical item. It
incorporates 0-Theory

0-Theory
■ The manner in which 0-roles are assigned by
syntactic structure.
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Basic Principles and Parameters
of Universal Grammar
Lexicon

The Lexicon contains actual descriptive
content for the human view of the world and
provides input via the Projection Principle
and 0-Theory to the syntax and semantic
components

Syntax

Syntax consists of context free structure that
specifies the various patterns and order of
constituents and provides input to the semantic
component

Semantics

The semantic component is where the theta
roies are assigned to the arguments seiected by
the lexicon and constrained by the syntax

Hit <arg1, arg2>
< a g en t, patient>

<arg 1, arg 2>

< ag en t, patient>
T h e boy hit the
desk

Basic Principles and Parameters
of Universal Grammar
♦ “The structure of the sentence serves as an
image of the structure of thought” Gottlob
Frege

The Experiments
♦ People were given three simple diagrams with the
same association (predicate)
♦ The diagrams varied in the following way
■ Syntax with no context to get a “baseline”
■ Syntax and complementary context
■ Syntax and context that conflict with UG

♦ How would their answers vary across the three
types of diagram?

m m m

The Experiments
♦ If UG is at work in the diagrams then;
■ For the diagram with syntax only, a majority
should be able to assign the 0-Roles based only
on the association and syntax
■ If solid majorities agreed in their answers, this
would become the “baseline” for comparison and
show that the Projection Principle and 0-Theory
are at work
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The Experiments

♦ I f UG is at work in the diagrams continued;
■ For the diagrams with complementary syntax
and context, a larger majority than the “baseline
should be able to assign the 0-Roles
■ Any variance here from the “baseline” can be
thought of as measure of a diagramming
technique’s dependency on context

The Experiments
■ ■ ■■' -
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♦ If UG is at work in the diagrams continued;
■ For the diagrams with conflicting syntax and
context, a smaller majority than the “baseline”
should be able to assign the 0-Roles.
■ Any variance here from the “baseline” can again
be thought of as measure of a diagramming
technique’s dependency on context.

The Experiments
♦ The degree of variance from the “baseline” for any
diagram will indicate if people are following the
syntax or the context
♦ Syntax defined by the predicate is more important
than context since it is syntax that is common or
shared between the customers and the software
engineers
♦ Context is not what the customer and the software
engineer share
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Experiment Results

Give

ER No c o n te x t
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
W hich entity is m ost likely to be given?

B

0.00%
20.00%
5.00%

0.00% 40.00%
10.00% 5.00%
5.00% 10.00%

None/A/I

60.00%
65.00%
80.00%
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Experiment Results
give

UML No c o n te x t
Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?

B

3.57% m m
# # #
3.57%
14.29% 14.29%

None/A/I

7.14% 7.14%
7.14% 7.14%
# # # 28.56%
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Experiment Results
give
Instructor

Grade

Student

UML UG com plem ents context

Instructor Grade

Which entity is most likely to receive something? 5.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
0.00%

0 .00%
0.00%

S tudent None/A/I

mrnm
5.00%
10.00%

5 .00%
0.00%
5.00%

Experiment Results
give
instructor

grade

student

UML UG a t o d d s with co n tex t

G rade In stru cto r S tu d e n t

None/A/I

mm 10.71%

7.14%
7.14%
10.71%

Which entity is most likely to receive something? 0.00%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
32.14%

7.14% 17.86%
7.14%

Experiment Results
IT

UML No c o n te x t

Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
UML UG c o m p le m e n ts c o n te x t

Which entity is most likely to receive something?
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
Which entity is most likely to be given?
UML UG a t o d d s w ith c o n te x t

A
3.57%

B

3.57%
14.29% 14.29%
In stru c to r G ra d e
5.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

C
7.14%
7.14%

None/A/I
7.14%
7.14%
28.56%

1S tu d e n t None/A/I
5.00%
10.00%

G ra d e In s tru c to r S tu d e n t
Which entity is most likely to receive something? 0.00%
10.71%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
7.14% 17.86%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
7.14%
32.14%

5.00%
0.00%
5.00%
None/A/I
7.14%
7.14%
10.71%

UML Experiment Summary

UML V arian ce b etw een c o n te x t only a n d

UG c o m p le m e n ts
V ariance

Which entity is most likely to receive something? 89.29%
Which entity is most likely do to the giving?
89.29%
Which entity is most likely to be given?
42.86%
Average Variance
UML V ariance b etw een c o n te x t only an d
UG co n flicting w ith c o n te x t d ia g ra m s

Which entity is most likely do to the giving?

0.00%
95.00%
10.14%

42.57%

UG C onflicting
B aselin e w /co n tex t d iag ram

89.29%

89.29%
5.71%
32.72%

67.86%

V ariance
21.43%

I

Experiment Results

gives...

ORM N o c o n te x t
W hich entity is m ost likely to receive som ething?
W hich entity is m ost likely do to th e giving?
W hich entity is m ost likely to be given?

B

0.00% 0.00% Ü M
WJÊÊÊ 0.00% 0.00%
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Experiment Conclusion
UML had an average variance of 42.57% with a
max range of 89.29% compared to only 2.78%
with a max range of 5% for ORM for the same
predicate.
Modeling techniques such as ER and UML “over
generate” that is they do not filter or constrain
nonsensical or unintended interpretations as
tightly as ORM which more follows UG

*

Future Work

♦ Develop a Check List of Key Indicators
Projection Principle
0-Criterion
0-Theory
S or D Structure Representation
Head Parameter
Declarative
Economy Principle
Full Interpretation

Future Work
M

Analyze Other Types of Diagrams
dime

nickel

Await Coin
q/provide dial
tone

d/provide dial
tone

n/provlde dial
tone
25

25 cents recieved

quarter

Provide
Dial Tone

KSI

Things to think about!
People will “find” an interpretation for a diagram
When the context is not understood, people utilize UG
When context conflicts with UG, ambiguity is increased
When context and UG compliment each other ambiguity
is reduced
Diagramming techniques which take advantage of
language knowledge such as ORM are better suited to
build a conceptual diagram and reduce dependencies on
specialized knowledge or context
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